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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In this study the writer hopes to investigate the possibilities 
of developing for the Vietnamese people who are sightless a system 
of contractions and abbreviations in the Braille currently used. 
Research into the Braille systems used in Europe and America has 
shown the tremendous saving in time, energy, and space on the part 
of the blind, simply because contractions and abbreviations enter so 
largely into these systems. On the contrary, there are no con-
tractions and abbreviations in the Vietnamese language (and this 
is the writer's main pre-occupation) with the result that all the 
benefits derived by the French and English "shorthand", for such the 
contractions and abbreviations are, are lost to the blind of Viet-Nam. 
The writer is aware that this is a study in possibility, and is also 
fully aware of the difficulty of its becoming even a probability. 
Purpose of the Study. The purpose of the study is to develop 
a system of Braille contractions and abbreviations for the Vietnamese 
language. 
Justification of the Study. A Braille contraction is a symbol, or 
a group of symbols, which represents a whole word or part of a word, 
referred to, respectively, as "whole-word" or "part-word" contractions. 
For example in the English contracted Braille: 
d stands for do 
~ stands for decei vi~ 
dclg stands for declaring 
The contraction for the letters ing in the word Washington is 
0. 
Dots 3-4-6 ( e e ) • 
The contraction for the letters ~ occurring between the letters 
(and/ or contractions) of a word is Dot 2 ( ~ : )as in the words 
beauty, creature. 
The contraction for the prefix be is Dots 2-3 ( • 0 ) • 
. 0 
The contraction for the prefix ~ is Dots 2-5 ( e ~ ) • 
0 0 0. 
The contraction for the suffix ness is Dots 5-6s ( 0 • • • ) • 
0 •• • 
According to Sir Clutha Mackenzie: 
The extent to which Brailles have been contracted 
varies greatly from language to language. Many 
still use "Full Braille", that is, using a Braille 
letter for every letter of the visual script; some 
introduce only a few abbreviations which the reader 
can soon master; while others reduce their systems 
almost to cyphers in which the fonn of the original 
text is hardly recognizable. 
English Braille has four "grades". Grade 1 is fully 
spelt; Grade 1~, with 44 contractions is an American 
simplification of Grade 2 Standard English Braille 
which has 185 contractions. Grade 3 is highly con-
tracted, almost a shorthand and, being too difficult 
for all save the expert, few books are printed in it. 
The first French abbreviated system was that designed 
by Mr. de la Sizer anne in 1883 and contained some 
263 contractions. A committee in 1924 brought the 
number up to 740 and between 1949 and 1951 proposals 
were made to add about another 340. Spain designed 
a stenographic system in 1885 and this was revised in 
1925 and again in 1939. A substanti~ different 
2 
form was designed in Buenos Aires in 1936 and was 
considerably enlarged in 1944, when the number of 
abbreviations was increased to close upon 2,000. 
Although the Braille was introduced into Viet-Nam in 1897, 
the Vietnamese blind still use the Full Braille. They do not 
have Braille contractions and abbreviations. 
The need for contractions becomes apparent as Braille is 
compared 'With inkprint. The following sentence contains 36 
letters: Accordin~ to the records, they ~ Swedish. In 
English Braille, because of contractions, this sentence including 
punctuation and the capital sign, is reduced to 23 symbols: 
• •• • • • •• • • •• • 
•• • •• • ••• • • • 
• • •• • • • • 
Ac to the records, 
• • • • ••• ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • •• 
•••• • • • • • • • • 
they were Swedish. 
Thus the fingers have only two-thirds as much work to do 
with contractions as they would have if each word were fully 
spelled out. Thus contractions are time-, space-, and energy-
saving devices. 
1
sir Clutha Mackenzie, World Braille Usage. (Paris: 
Imprimerie George Land, 1953), p. 55. 
3 
For this reason, a system of contracted Braille for the 
Vietnamese language is desirable. 
Scope of the Study. The development of the plan for writing a 
Vietnamese contracted Braille is based on the writer's knowledge of 
the English contracted Braille and the French contracted Braille 
systems. 
4 
II 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
Every braillist and every teacher of the Blind must look into 
history to consider and appreciate the contributions offered during 
the pioneering period of using the Braille System and the progress 
made therein. 
Our attention is called immediately to Charles Marie Barbier 
de la Serre, an engineer, and a Captain of Artillery in the French 
army. During a visit in 1820 to the Institution Royale des Jeunes 
Aveugles de Paris, founded by Valentin HaUy, it occurred to him 
I 
that the system of "ecri ture nocturne 11 or night-writing which he 
had perfected for the use of the soldiers on the battle field, might 
be adapted to the use of the blind. By means of his system, secret 
intelligence and messages could be transmitted in the dark without the 
use of torches or lanterns . Early in the nineteenth century, he 
made his first report to the Government on it and had at that time, 
introduced the slate and stylus which have since become standard 
equipment in Braille for the Blind. He had no thought of the blind 
in mind, simply soldiers at war. This was still true in 1815 as -we 
learn from the following quotation: 
In 1815, the year of Waterloo, he published several 
variations of his system, with deciphering keys . 
After the Academy of Sciences showed interest, a 
good many citizens of Paris heard of Barbier's dots, 
and began juggling them around in different combinations. 
They still had no application for the blind, however. 
5 
() 
l 
In 1820 Barbier took his system to the school for the 
blind. After looking it over, Dr . Guillie decided to 
give it a trial, but soon dropped it as impractical. 
Barbier's method had three obvious faults . It required 
the use of a cipher - a real complication for the blind, 
it was phonetic rather than alphabetic; and, like Hauy' s 
method, it took up space and so would not be practical 
for the constant output of books needed for the education 
of the blind.l 
Barbier's system was based on a table of 36 squares, each 
relating to a speech sound. Each sound on the board was 
represented by a parallelogram of dots . The number of dots 
in its left-hand column indicated the position of the 
horizontal line on the board where the sound in question was 
represented, while the number of dots in the right-hand 
column indicated the position of the sound in that line . 
Thus "Q", for example, would be expressed by a symbol 
containing fo~r dots in its left-hand column and three 
in its right . 
Barbier's System was too complicated for general use . His 
principles and materials, were adopted by Louis Braille and became 
the foundation stone of the Braille System. 
II Louis Braille, the son of a sadler at Coupvray, a prosperous 
,, 
village in the district of Meaux, was born on the 4th of February in 
1809. A tragic accident cost him his sight at the early age of 
three . Amusing himself by cutting old leather with a pruning-knife, 
his hand slipped, his eyeball was pierced and his sight destroyed . 
The other eye became blind, as a result, no doubt, of sympathetic 
1Ishbel Ross, Journey into Lig~t . (New York: Appleton-
Century- Crofts, Inc., 1951), pp . 12 -129 . 
2Pierre Henri, Article to Cahiers Frani ais d 1 Infonnation 
cited by Sir Clutha Mackenzie, World Braille Usage. (Paris: 
Imprimerie George Land, 19.53), p . 17 . 
6 
ophthalmia. 
was rapid. 
At the Royal Institute for the Young Blind, his progress ll 
He had outstanding qualities - a capacity for concen-
tration, a methodical mind, and a gifted imagination. Before long 
he had distinguished himself, first as a monitor, then before he was 
21, he became assistant master, teaching geometry, algebra, his 
favorite subjects as well as music. He used his musical talent as an 
organist in several Paris Churches. At the early age of forty-three 
he succumbed to tuberculosis which had undermined his strength. He 
died January 4, 1852.3 
! I 
In his book, liNouveau Procede", Louis Braille w.rote: 
' Pour ecrire les aveugles, leur faire surmonter cet 
obstacle qui restraint si sensiblement leurs rapports 
sociaux, c 1est une entreprise tentee par tous ceux 
qui se sont occupes de leur education; c 1est un sujet 
qui aurait du etre propose pour prix par les diverses 
societes de perfectionnement; c 1est un probleme a la 
solution duquel on trouvera peut-etre que j 1ai contribue. 
That the blind may write, they have to surmount the 
obstacle that prevents them from making the social 
contacts afforded by this medium of thought. Helping 
them overcame this obstacle, is an enterprise that 
tempts all those interested in their education. It 
is an undertaking which ought to be the subject of a 
prize offered by all the societies devoted to their 
advancement . It is a probl~ toward whose solution, I 
mEcy" have perhaps contributed. 4 
3Ross, ~· cit., pp. 121-132 . 
4Translated from Louis Braille, Nouveau Procede pour 
re resenter par des points, la forme meme des lettres . 
Paris: Imprimerie de Madame Huzard, 1839), p. 8. 
7 
Further on in h:i,s book, he observed: 
Though we have pointed out the advantages possessed by our 
process as compared 'With that of this inventor (Charles 
Barbier), we must say, in his honour, that it was_,rrom his 
method that we derived the first idea of our own. 
In his second edition he still gave full eredi t to Barbier 
for his inspiration: 
If we are so fortunate as to have been of some service 
to our companions in misfortune, we shall never weary of 
repeating that our gratitude is due to Mr. Barbier, who 
was the first to invent a systezg of writing by means of 
dots, for the use of the blind. 
He also mentioned that several years earlier he and Mr. Binet 
had worked out an even simpler process of writing, but that it -was 
11less advantageous in its results 11 • 7 
I 
Although Barbier's system had not found favor with Dr. Guillie, 
Louis Braille used it with his pupils and was impressed by the basic 
principle involved. He felt that Barbier had an intrinsically 
great idea, and he himself put forth every effort to clarify and 
simplify its application in a new system. He adopted Barbier's 
slate to the new system, using point depressions instead of grooves. 
He determined that the cell of 12 dots, two vertical rows six dots 
high, was too high for easy finger work, so he reduced it to three 
dots high, two vertical lines of three dots each. 
5Henri, ~· cit., p. 18. 
6Ibid. 
7Ross, 2£• cit., p. 131. 
This brought 
8 
0 
l 
the cell within the span of the finger tip. 
Mathematically and methodically, Louis Braille arranged 
sixty-three combinations in the two by three cell. These included 
the alphabet, punctuation, mathematical symbols and numbers, musical 
notations and a system of contractions. 
The French Braille system is based on a formation of six dots, 
three high and two wide. The dots of the left-hand column are 
numbered 1 - 2 - 3 reading downwards and those of the right-hand, 
4 - 5 - 6 also reading downwards . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
•• ·• 
·• •· •· •• 
Letter "A" is Dot 1; "B", Dots 1-2; "C", Dots 1-4 and so on. 
The first series of ten figures obtained by a systematic 
combination of the dots 1, 2, 4, 5, constitutes the ten fundamental 
signs of the Braille alphabet and covers letters a through j. 
a 
• 
b 
• 
• 
c 
•• 
d 
• • 
• 
e 
• 
• 
f 
• • 
• 
g 
•• 
•• 
h 
• 
•• 
i 
• 
• 
j 
• 
•• 
The dot 3, added to each of the fundamental signs, constitutes 
the ten signs of the second series and covers letters k through t. 
k 1 m n 0 p q r s t 
• • •• •• • •• •• • • • 
• • • • • • •• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
9 
I 
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! 
The dots 3 and 6, added to each of the fundamental signs, 
constitute the 10 signs of the third series divided as follows. 
The first five cover the five letters u through z. The remaining 
five signs plus the ten signs of the fourth series cover the vowels 
with accents acute ( J ) , grave ( ' ) , circumflex ( -" ) , trema ( • • ) , 
plus "c" cedilla ( g ) , the diphthong "re u; and w, considered an 
exception in French Braille. 
I ... .... 
u v X y z ~ e a e u 
• • • • •• • • • •• • • • 
• • • • •• •• • • • 
•• • • •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • • 
The fourth series is obtained by the addition of the dot 6 to 
each of the ten fundamental signs of the first series. 
,. 
" i , ... " .. a e 0 u e 'i u oe w 
• • • • •• • •• • • • • • 
• • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
No one is certain how Louis Braille chose the combinations of 
dots for the first ten letters, or why he set the series of four lines. 
W. H. Illingworth believes that Louis Braille was a musician, and 
that originally what he was investigating was a form of music for the 
blind. He wrote: 
This view would appear most reasonable, for it is more 
likely that the four lines had their origin in the 
requirement of the efficient representation of quaver, 
10 
crochet, minim and semibreve, than that a purely 
arbitrary arrangement of dots for an alphabet and 
some contractions should excellently and accidentally 
suit the necessities of musical notes ••• 
There are many variations of the Braille alphabet and 
contractions signs, but only one musical alphabet, and 
that practically as he made it, still unchanged, in all 
parts of the world where braille of every kind is used.8 
In his "The Story of Blindness" Gabriel Farrell reasoned as 
follows: 
Louis Braille undoubtedly had music in mind, as Illingworth 
claims, when he based his form of notation on the principle 
of logical sequence, but the fact remains that in his first 
announcement Braille places the writing of music as secondary 
and it is in its use for "ordinary writing" that the dot system. 
soon superseded the line type developed by Valentin Hauy and 
won universal acceptance . But it was not without a struggle, 
not only between two systems, line andoot, but between two 
philosophies, one advocated by the seeing, that a type for 
the blind should be pleasing to the eye, and the other by the 
blind, who were interested only in securing a t,ype legible 
to the finger.9 
By 1825 Braille's system destined to be universally adopted, was 
more or less complete. It was not finally adopted until 1854, wo 
years after his death. It was considered too difficult to be useful. 
In 1827, the Extracts from the Grammar of Grammars was printed in 
Braille, followed in 1829 by the Grammar of Noel and Chapsal. In 
1829, the year usually regarded as the year Braille made its public 
appearance, the Board of Governors of the Royal Institute of Young 
8w. H. Illingworth, History of the Education of the Blind. 
(London: 1910), pp. 17-18. -- ---
9Gabriel Farrell, The Storz of Blindness. Harvard University 
Press, Cambridge, 1956, p. 100. 
11 
Blind of Paris arranged for the first official publication of the 
description of the Braille System under the title ttMethod of writing 
Words, Music and Plainsong by Means of Dots for the use of the Blind 
and Arranged by Them 11 • This was done with the definite intention 
of making it very widely known. The Braille System, despite its 
many advantages, was only slowly adopted for general use •10 
In his book, "Tangible Typography", Edmund c. Johnson described 
the means used for conveying to the Blind, through the sense of touch 
those ideas received by the sighted through the printed word: 
The Blind, throughout the French institutions, are supplied 
with a small frame and style, and at length taught to become 
their own bookmakers and printers. Hence its great advantage, 
great facility in writing, and in producing printed books, 
is no doubt attained. 
We cannot yet fair~ arrive at any practical conclusion as to 
the utility of this most ingenious system, as it has been but 
lately adopted in the French schools. In frequent visits 
made to the Blind School,in Paris, during the reign of Louis 
Philippe, the alphabetical system was exclusively used. Many 
books were printed in that system, and it was only during the 
last year that the 11Chiffres" of M. Braille had not only been 
approved by M. Dufour, but to the entire excl'~fion of all 
other systems for teaching the Blind to read. 
During the decades from 1860 to 1880, the Braille System in its 
original form was adopted throughout Europe, allowing of course, for 
10Henri, .21?.• cit., p. 19. 
1~dmund c. Johnson, Tan~ible ~ography: or, How the Blind 
Read, J. Whitaker, London, U13, p.). 
I 
II 
12 
the modifications required by differences in the visual alphabets. 
By common consent, an embossed type of alphabet such as was then used 
was retained and remains in use even to the present. 
The first conference of Teachers and Friends of the Blind was 
held in Vienna in 1873, at which Dr. Thomas Rhodes .Arm.i tage, himself 
a finger reader advocated the use of the dot system of Louis Braille. 
He and his "British and Foreign Blind Association" were instrumental 
in its rapid acceptance. Ten years later in France a system of 
Braille contractions for the French language was designed by Maurice 
d 1 S . 12 e a ~zeranne. 
This system was 
considerably enlarged in 1924 on the decisions of a 
committee representing the American Braille Press and 
the Technical Research Committee of the Association 
Valentin Haiiy. A similar committee went to work in 
1950 to consider further additions. These have not 
yet been finally agreed to .13 
French Braille contractions are divided into four groups as 
follows: 
1) Words contracted by one sign. 
2) Words contracted by two or several signs. 
3) Part-words and final contractions. 
4) Locutions. 
1~arrell, ~· cit., P• 104. 
1~ackenzie, 2£• cit., p. 103. 
13 
The following are samples of group I, words contracted ~ 
one sign: 
b stands for bien 
c stands for ce 
d stands for de 
f stands for faire 
Samples of group II, words contracted by two or several signs: 
pl stands for particulier 
!E. stands for rapport 
dsqls stands for desquels 
Samples of group III, part-words and final contractions: 
The contraction for the letters ~ is formed by Dots 1-3-4-6. 
The contraction for the letters ion is formed by Dots 3-4-5-6. 
Samples of group IV, locutions: 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • • 
• 
• • • 
• • 
•• 
• 
• • • 
• • •• 
• 
• • 
d 1 abord 
de suite 
au-dessus 
au contraire 
As we shall see from Mackenzie, ''World Braille Usage", the 
story of Braille in America was far from simple. In endeavoring 
to adapt it, those interested differed widely. 
Braille did not fare so well in America. One group took 
the French arrangement as Britain had done. Another 
modified many of the signs on the principle of giving those 
with the fewest dots to the most frequently recurring letters; 
while a third group made an extremely radical change, turning 
the axis of the Braille rectangle from the vertical to the 
horizontal. Its signs were two dots high and from two to 
four dots wide. School textbooks, the Bible and all Braille 
works had to be e:x:pensi vely printed three times over. The 
blind, educated in one school, could not exchange letters 
with those of another. Everyone recognized the futility of 
this unhappy state of things, but none would give way; ani 
so matters went on for thirty or forty years. Only in 1918, 
after a committee had laboured for fifteen years was unity 
restored. This committee agreed to a return to the original 
French Braille, a decision which brought uniformity not only 
within the United States, but also between it and Europe. 
While the American decision of 1918 restored uniformity 
between the uncontracted Braille of Europe and America, a 
further fourteen years passed before, in 1932, common 
agreement between the United Kingdom and the United States 
established "Standard English Braille" as the contracted 
form for everyday use throughout the English-speaking world.l4 
~ackenzie, ~· cit., p. 23. 
15 
Examples from Standard English Braille as agreed to in 1932, 
follow: 
The Alphabet 
a b c d e f g h 
• • •• •• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
k 1 m n 0 p q r 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • 
u v w X y z 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
Samples of Contractions and Punctuation signs: 
b stands for but 
c stands for can 
d stands for do 
~ stands for every 
The apostrophe is represented b,y Dot 3. 
The hyphen is represented by Dots 3-6. 
• 
• 
• 
The question mark is represented by Dots 2-3-6. 
i j 
• • 
• • 
s t 
• • 
•• 
• 
16 
u 
Sample of Rule of English Contraction: 
The contraction for of (Dots 1-2-3-S-6) is not used in words 
like professor in which it would definitely overlap a syllable and 
tend to cause mispronunciation of the word. 
II The first rule governing lower-cell signs is that not more than 
two such signs may follow one another in adjoining cells (unless they 
are marks of punctuation). 
It is interesting at this point in the history of Braille to 
compare the two systems, French and English which we have been 
considering. As the following excerpt from Dr. Armitage shows, 
definite differences and definite problems existed before the 
adoption of the Standard English Braille. 
The little Braille that has been used in America has not 
been pure Braille, for W has been placed in its regular 
position in the alphabet as the 23rd letter, whereas in 
the French Braille X is the 23rd letter, and this position 
is universally adhered to in Europe. The alteration in 
position adopted by the Americans necessitated the change 
of meaning in the last four signs in the alphabet, French X 
becoming W; French Y becoming X, French Z becoming Y and the 
French r becoming z. It is easy to understand what confusion 
this sma.:I.l change in the position of W has caused.l5 
In comparing the Braille signs for the punctuation marks in the 
two major systems, the French and the Standard English, there is a 
divergence of three signs - the capital sign, italics and the question 
lSThomas R. Armitage, cited by Sir Clutha Mackenzie, World 
Braille Usage. (Paris: Imprimerie George Land, 1953), p. 23. 
17 
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mark. The French Braille uses Dots 4-6 for the capital; Dots 4-5-6 
for italics; and Dots 2-6 for the question mark, while the Standard 
English uses Dot 6 for the capital; Dots 4-6 for italics; and 
Dots 2-3-6 for the question mark. 
The examples below illustrate Braille contractions in French 
and in English both as to similarity and difference. 
Braille signs 
Difference: 
Dots 1-2-3-4-6 
Dots 1-2-3-4-5-6 
Dots 1-2-4-6 
Similarity: 
Dots 1-2-5-6 
Dots 2-6 
French English 
Pour And 
Q.uoi For 
Plus Ed 
ou Ou 
En En 
However the writer found in twenty-five contractions chosen 
at random only two signs that are similar: ou ( ! • ) and en ( • ) • 
• • 
This sample shows how little correspondence there is between the 
contractions for the same word, or group of letters, in English and 
in French. 
In studying the history of Braille, we have noted its progress 
in Europe and America. Now we turn to Asia where it was introduced 
in 1870, more specifically in Arabia and China. 11Mention was made 
of an Arabic Braille at the Paris Congress in 1878; and the 
18 
Hill-Murray Braille of Peking was designed about the same time" •16 
In Asia, the braillists had to face the complex task of adapting 
Braille to a script very strikingly different from the Raman writing 
of Europe and America. They created adaptations for China, India, 
Japan, Korea, Burma, etc . As the Chinese have two hundred and 
forty-three signs for over forty thousand ideographs and as Braille's 
alphabet only admits of sixty-three signs, the braillists encountered 
a serious difficulty at the very outset . They designed different 
systems for the Mandarin language used in the North, and the Cantonese 
language used largely in the South. 
In India many systems were also adapted to the different 
Indian languages and scripts. Realizing that the multiplicity of 
systems would hinder both the printing of books and the progress of 
the blind, they tried to institute an "Unifonn Indian Braille" but 
because of differences too difficult to resolve, the efforts of the 
scholars were not realized. Some languages for example, are almost 
identical but their scripts differ while others are different but 
have the same script. 
The complex languages and scripts of other Asian countries 
presented special problems also . 
1~ackenzie, ££• cit. , p . 27. 
19 
Through the French influence in Indo-China Braille was 
introduced into Viet-Nam about the year 1897 and was arranged by 
Mr. N. Y. Chi, director of the School for the Blind in Cochinchina. 
In the Vietnamese school for the blind the Braille method used is 
that called "Full Braille" since the Vietnamese Braille, having 
no system of contractions and abbreviations, admits of no other 
method. 
20 
In World Braille Usage (Unesco 1953) we find the following 
chart: 
Vietnamien Braille 
• · •• •• •• a f • · n •• t •• • • • • 
·• • · • • v •• •• •• a • • g •• 0 • · u •• 
•· • · •• • • " h •• •• ' •• a ·• 0 u 
•• 
, . 
• • •• • • • · b • • i • • 0 •• v • • 
·• •• 
•• 
·• •• •• c j •• p • · X •• • · 
•• • • 
•• • • d •• k q • • y • • •· ., •• 
• • • • • • • • 
·• 1 • • •• ·• e r z • • • • •• 
• · •• •• "' • • e 
·• m s • • • · • · 
~: The writer calls attention to the letters £,~ !' given 
in above chart. They are not used in the Vietnamese language, but 
have been included to maintain the unity of International Braille. 
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Sir Clutha Mackenzie in the same Unesco Edition (1953) of World 
Braille Usage gives the following summary of Tone Marks. It is well 
to note, however, that these tone marks are not in use in Vietnamese 
Braille at present. 
Tone Marks 
There are six tones in Vietnamien which in Braille are 
written, not as in the visual text, above and below 
the letter, but between the words. 
1.- Even 
2.- Descending 
3.- Sharp rising 
4.- Rising 
5.- Sharp 
6.- Heavy gutteral 
No Braille sign 
·• 
·• 
•• 
·• 
·• 
•• 
•• 
·• 
) 
) 
) Long 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Short 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
The different adaptions of the Braille System found necessary 
for Europe and the United States presented many problems. This was 
found to be even more true of those made for Asia. To understand 
the peculiar problems presented in adapting Braille to the Vietnamese 
which is the subject of this study, one must appreciate several basic 
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facts regarding the Vietnamese language. One is the attention to be 
paid to the fact that "Ton.e Marks" in this language change the 
meaning of the word, and another that they affect the sound as well. 
In teaching spelling for example, one teaches the word to be spelled, 
the spelling, the tone mark. This pattern of learning is set up. 
In the case of the blind child, however, he is taught to spell but 
when he comes to write, he is taught another spelling pattern which 
really reverses the original pattern. For example, he learns to 
spell "lam" - ( 1 - a - m - low failing tone). When he is taught 
to write it in Braille, he learns "lamu - ( 1 - low falling tone -
a - m ) • To understand the problan, some information on the 
structure of the language is necessary. 
The Vietnamese language is monosyllabic and tonal. Even in 
developing new words it remains monosyllabic. Every word has one 
syllable. New words are formed by the compounding of syllables which 
are placed side by side but not fused into a polysyllabic word. 
For example: 
Quoc (country, nation). 
I 
Quoc am (national language) • 
Although some common place names of two words are often written 
as one word due to western influence, the language remains mono-
syllabic basically. 
In forming a compound word or tri-syllabic word one takes 
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the basic monosyllable and places it beside nouns, adjectives or 
verbs, etc., depending upon the modification of the original 
monosyllable desired. For example: 
Noun Ly (reason) 
Ly thuyet (theory) 
Adjective ' Ly tudng (ideal) 
Verb 
I t I 
Ly tudng hoa (to idealize) 
The Vietnamese language is tonal for the tones or levels of 
pitch change the meaning of a word. There are six tones, four 
simple or uniform, and two compound or modulated, each indicated 
by a symbol. The symbols are placed above the principal vowel 
except the low dipped symbol ( . ) which is placed beneath the vowel. 
The simple tones are: Mid level (no tone symbol) 
Low falling ( ' ) 
High rising ( 1 ) 
Low dipped ( ) 
The compound tones are: Mid rising ( t ) 
High broken ( "" ) 
These six tones may be described as follows: 
1) The mid-level tone, indicated by the absence of any tone 
symbol, is a neutral tone located in the middle of the nor.mal 
speaking-voice range. This tone serves as a "diapason", standard 
of pitch for the other five tones. 
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2) The low falling tone, indicated by the tone s;ymbol ( ' ) 
over the principal vowel, starts off in fairly low voice and falls 
rather slowly to the bottom of the normal speaking-voice range. This 
is a low tone with no drop in pitch. 
3) The high rising tone is indicated by the tone symbol ( I ) 
over the principal vowel; the voice starts high and rises sharply. 
4) The low dipped tone is indicated by the tone s.y.mbol ( • ) 
placed beneath the principal vowel. The voice starts a little below 
the middle of normal speaking-voice range and abruptly falls lower. 
5) The mid rising tone is indicated by the tone symbol ( ? ) 
placed over the principal vowel. The voice starts at about mid-
level, dips very slightly and rises slowly. 
6) The high broken tone is indicated by the tone symbol ( N ) 
over the principal vowel. The voice starts a little above the 
middle of the normal speaking-voice range, dips down a little and 
rises abruptly. 
In addition to syllabic intonation, the Vietnamese language 
has a sentence melody also, which indicates something of the meaning 
as does sentence intonation in English and French. 
As regards its grammar, Vietnamese has one, definitely based on 
its monosyllabic, invariable character. Articles, nouns, pronouns, 
adjectives, conjunctions, verbs, etc . exist but there is no 
declension, no conjugation - inflection does not exist. Grammatical 
and syntactical relationships are determined exclusively by the order 
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in which the words are placed and by the use of particles or 
grammatical indicators. Vietnamese has neither prefix nor suffix. 
The Vietnamese alphabet is composed of six simple vowels and 
seventeen simple consonants in Roman script as follows: 
Simple vowels: a, e, i, o, u, Y• 
Simple consonants: b, c, d, cr, g, h, k, 1, m, 
n, p, q, r, s, t, v, x. 
The canplete alphabet would be the following: 
a, b, c, d, a, e, g, h, i, k, 1, m, 
n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, x, Y• 
Vietnamese also employs six derived vowels: 
u .... A 
"' d, u. a, a, e, o, 
and eleven compound consonants: 
ch, gh, gi, kh, ng, ngh, nh, ph, qu, th, tr. 
The diphthongs and triphthongs are also derived. 
The alphabetical diacritical marks are used to indicate a 
modification of pronunciation of a basic vowel which becomes then a 
derived vowel. These marks are circumflex (" ) as in "~", "e", n()u, 
breve ( v ) as in "a", and barb ( ' ) as in "o", 1'1! 11 • They are a 
part of the letter, and are not considered as a tone symbol. 
The consonant 11d11 is followed by a barred 11d 11 which is modified 
by this diacritical mark and becomes 11Q'tt. 
When Vietnamese names or short sentences are written entirely 
in capitals, tone symbols as well as alphabetic diacritical marks 
are omitted. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The compilation of materials suitable in developing a system 
of contractions for the Vietnamese language to be used in writing 
Braille seemed to have as a logical beginning the Vietnamese language 
itself. Since every project must have a point of departure, this 
approach seemed most comprehensive . ]mmediately an examination of 
necessary source materials available was made to find basic material 
for the system of contractions . This examination finally yielded: 
1) Dictionaries entitled Han-Viet Tu-Dien, and 
Viet-Phap-Anh-Tu-Dien. 
2) Textbook-Speller entitled Van Quoc-Ngu. 
3) The writer' s ow.n knowledge of the Vietnamese language. 
4) The writer's ow.n knowledge of French and English Braille. 
It was evident that two elements had to be considered: (1) 
that of words of most popular usage, i.e., words simplest and of 
ordinary, every day usage, which could be formulated into a list 
whose initial sound corresponded to a letter of the alphabet, a really 
basic list; (2) that of words, whose structure in whole or in part 
seemed most suitable for contractions. One of the more difficult 
aspects of the problem emerged at once. The Vietnamese basic groups 
of letters differed so widely from those of French and English. Mere 
consulting French and English contractions, and making corresponding 
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contractions, a mere transfer into Vietnamese, was not possible. 
The Vietnamese language has letter groups, so definitely its own, 
} /\ " ,.. for example, khuyen du (to encourage), nghiem (to experiment), nguyen 
. . 
am (vowel), that neither Braille systems mentioned above had anything 
to contribute on a great scale. Even in comparing French Braille 
contractions with English Braille contractions for the same sound, so 
little similarity was found, or so great difference was found, in any 
given group that it was evident that a whole new set of contractions 
must literally be developed. The writer therefore resorted to the 
French and English Braille systems for hints and helps in constructing 
a Vietnamese system of Braille contractions. Had the French and 
English Systems yielded greater similarity in contraction structure 
in the same basic sounds the project would have been greatly 
simplified. The contrary was found true so that almost no trans-
ference of sound symbol was possible. That a system of contractions 
for the Vietnamese language is possible seemed evident from an 
observation of language structure in Vietnamese as well as French and 
English. Simple common words, popular in the original sense of 
popular, do occur and recur in the literature of these languages; and 
letter patterns are evident. To work out a basic list and then to 
develop a suitable Braille symbol to prove the possibility of this 
study was the next step. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONTRACTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
In this chapter possible contractions and abbreviations are 
introduced, based on the structure of the Vietnamese language. The 
Braille symbol for each is indicated by dots, named one, two, three 
up to six. 
Whole-word Contractions 
A Braille contraction is a letter or ! symbol, or ! group of 
letters or symbols, which stands for a whole-word or a part of word. 
These letters in order to express the whole-word must be written 
with word spacing, that is, punctuation may join them but other 
letters and contractions may not. ~en they appear with other 
letters and contractions they represent the letter only and are 
not whole-word contractions. 
The first twenty-two whole-word contractions are formed by 
twenty-two letters of the alphabet which have their contracted, meaning 
only when they stand alone. 
! stands for anh (you) 
,,. 
!?_ stands for biet (know) 
£ stands for cb (have) 
~ stands for danh (name) 
~ stands for aa (already) 
e stands for em (sister) 
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II 
II 
,., 
g stands for giong (same) 
~ stands for hon (more) 
I ! stands for it (little) 
~ stands for khong (no) 
! stands for lam (do) 
! stands form~ (that) 
!! stands for nhu (as) 
1 E. stands for phai (right) 
I g stands for qua (too) 
!: stands for r~t (quite) 
~ stands for s~ (will) 
' 
.:!!_ stands for thi (be) 
,_1 
~ stands for uong (drink) 
! stands for vang (yes) 
! stands for xong (ready) 
l stands for yeu (like) 
Whole-word contractions retain their meaning when hyphenated. 
For example: danh-gia (dignity) danh which is the sound symbol for 
~ in Braille gives us in sound symbols for transcribing £, hyphen, 
I I 
gia, or d-gia and retains its meaning, ndignity". 
Whole-word and Part-word Contractions 
The contractions discussed here are quite different in function 
from Whole-word contractions which were just discussed and toward 
which they bear a resemblance. In the previous discussion, 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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the contraction, a definite initial letter and symbol, stood for the 
whole-word assigned to it . In the sentence, 11I go", for example, 
"go" calls for a whole-word contraction, in Braille Dots 1-2-3-4-6, 
which is the symbol for 11<li. 11 (go) in Vietnamese. When the same 
letters-"ru.t'-occur in the Vietnamese word 11ffi.nh 11 the whole-word 
contraction becomes a part-word contraction followed by the symbol 
for 11nh11 • The Braille symbols introduced are used as whole-word 
contractions, when, having whole-word meaning, they stand alone; as 
part-word contractions when, having literal meaning, they represent 
the single letters for which the symbqls stand. 
List of Possible Whole-word and Part-word Contractions: 
Grou;e letters Whole-word meanin~ Dots 
Di ~i (go) 1-2-3-4-6 
' Gi Gi (what) 1-2-3-5-6 
.... 
' (be) La La 2-3-4-6 
va. ' (and) 2-3-4-5-6 Va 
Ch Chung (general) 1-6 
Kh Khi (when) 1-2-5-6 
Nh NhUng (but) 3-4-5-6 
' Th Thuong (often) 1-4-5-6 
Tr Tr~n (above) 3-4-6 
An An (quite) 2 
" 
/' 
An An (grace) 5 
II 
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GrouE letters "Whole-word meaning Dots 
/' /' 
Am Am (sound) 5-6 
\J v 
An An (eat) 4 
A /' 
~ Em (calm) 3-6 
In In (print) 3-5 
Im Im (still) 3-5-6 
Part-word Contractions 
The Braille symbols in the following group are used as part-word 
contractions for the group letters given: 
am 
v 
am 
en 
em 
/' 
en 
gh 
ng 
ngh 
ph 
qu 
Dots 2-3 
Dots 4-5 
Dots 2-6 
Dots 2-3-6 
Dot 3 
Dots 1-2-6 
Dots 3-4-5 
Dots 1-2-4-6 
Dots 1-5-6 
Dots 1-2-3-4-5 
Note: Contraction should never be used if it could lead to confusion 
or obscurity of meaning since it is possible a contraction might, but 
very rarely, duplicate another symbol. For example, 
~ is a contraction Dots 1-2-6 
e is a letter Dots 1-2-6 
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Abbreviated 'WJrds 
An abbreviation is a shortened form of a word or phrase, as 
N.Y. for New York, Mr. for Mister, IPA for International Phonetic 
Alphabet. 
In Braille, the abbreviated words, like contractions, save 
much time, energy and space, and like the printed abbreviations 
which the sighted memorize easily, the Braille abbreviations are 
just as easily memorized by the Blind. 
The words in the following group are fonned by groups of 
letters like the whole-word contractions based on the letters of 
the alphabet as described in "Whole-word Contractions" on page 30. 
' s_ stands for bay gio (now) 
bl stands for bay lau (since a long time) 
I 
bn stands for bgy nhieu (so many) 
N 
cg stands for cung (also) 
~ stands for cnng nhau (altogether) 
chn stands for c~g no (they) 
cht stands for c~g toi (we) 
ct 
I 't. 
stands for ~ the (can) 
stands for dang (during) 
stands for aero qua (last night) 
stands for den~ (tonight) 
stands for aem mai (tomorrow night) 
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'\.-~ stands for giang (explain) 
he stands for~ (or) 
' ' hh stands for han het (almost) 
hn stands for han nay (today) 
hnh stands for hirih nhu (seem) 
.£g stands for hom qua (yesterday) 
ht stands for hoan to an (quite) 
11 stands for luon luon (always) 
' 
ngt stands for ngddi ta (people) 
' ~ ' ~ stands for nguoi ~ (who) 
I 
nlt stands for ~ l~p tdc (innnediately) 
nm stands for ng~y mai (tomorrow) 
nt stands for nlni the (so) 
' ,..' ~ stands for phang phac (vaguely) 
~ stands fer phang (quickly) 
I 
pgc stands for prumg phac (calm) 
stands for plWt phien (in turn) 
! ,.. 
stands for ~~ (decide) 
stands for ~ nhien (surely) 
! _.... ,..... , 
stands for guyet yeu (essential) 
stands for rieng (particular) 
rgb stands for ri~ng ~ (personal) 
sc stands for ~ c~g (at last) 
sa: stands for ~ aay (afterwards) 
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~ stands for song (however) 
' 
sgcf stands for song C:uong (parents) 
sgs stands for song song (parallel) 
I 1 
tc stands for tat ~ (all) 
~ stands for thong (understand) 
tgrn stands for thong minh (intelligent) 
tb stands for tuyen ~ (declare) 
_,.\ 
tv stands for thuoc ~ (belong) 
t~d stands for thong dong (easy) 
trg stands for trong (inside) 
trgk stands for trong khi (while) 
~ stands for trong ngorl (everywhere) 
trga stands for trung ~ (halfw~) 
~ stands for trung t~ (central) 
~ stands for vong (circle) 
~ stands for vong quanh (around) 
xh stands for xanh (blue) 
/' ?. 
txh stands for tuo~ xanh (youth) 
XX stands for XOng XUOi (achieved) 
End-word Contractions 
End-word contractions are part-word contractions only. These 
contractions are two celled, that is, two Braille symbols are used. 
The first cell indicates the last contraction in the word; the second 
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cell is formed by using the Braille s,y.mbol for the last letter in 
the group of letters forming the final contractions. 
End-word Groups 
The first cell in these end-word contractions varies as the 
following lists show. 
1) End-word contractions with cell Dot 6: 
"' 
I 
Dot 6 c iec (biec: azure) 
) 
Dot 6 g ,.. (tieng: sound) ien~ 
Dot 6 m . "' (niem: stamp) 1em 
Dot 6 n ,.. (nien: year) ien 
) 
Dot 6 p . " Ctiep: to continue) J.ep 
Dot 6 t iet 
I (viet: to write) 
Dot 6 u A ieu (li~u: to consider) 
2) End-word contractions with cell Dots 4-6: 
Dots 4-6 a uya (khuya: late) 
,... I 
Dots 4-6 c uoc (cuoc: to dig) 
I 
Dots 4-6 g ,. (luang: furrow) uong 
Dots 4-6 h ~ (huYnb: luciole) 
Dots 4-6 i ,... . (cu?i: pebble) UOJ. 
Dots 4-6 m /' (chuom: pond) uom 
Dots 4-6 n ;. (muon: many) uon 
Dots 4-6 t uot '"' (chuot: to polish) 
'1. 
Dots 4-6 u ~ (khuyu: articulation) 
Dots 4-6 y A ; _... uay (khuay: to stir) 
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3) End-word contractions with cell Dots 4-5: 
I 
Dots 4-5 c oac (khoac: to put on) 
Dots 4-5 g oang (ho~g: yellow) 
Dots 4-5 i oai (ngoB.i: exterior) 
Dots 4-5 m oam (mgo~: to seize) 
Dots 4-5 n oan (ngoan: wise) 
Dots 4-5 o oao (ngoao: to mew) 
Dots 4-5 t oat (toat: to sum up) 
Dots 4-5 y oay (xoay: to turn) 
4) End-word contractions with cell Dots 2-5: 
I 
Dots 2-5 c -doc (bddc: to walk) 
Dots 2-5 g tlong (phudng: direction) 
Dots 2-5 i udi (tudi: fresh) 
J 
Dots 2-5m uom (budm: butterfly) 
' Dots 2-5 n ' ' uon (won: garden) 
' Dots 2-5 p uop (mudp: gourd) 
Dots 2-5 t uot (lu~t: turn) 
Dots 2-5 u uou (huo'u: roe) 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In summing up the matter covered in this thesis it seems 
desirable to recall again a point made in an earlier chapter 1 
namely helping the Vietnamese Blind. This is the real object of 
the writer, which will be obtained, it is hoped, by introducing 
into Vietnamese Braille, the "short-hand" 1 the contractions of 
groups of letters 1 expressed in single symbols 1 found so helpful in 
other Braille systems. Familiarity with the French and English 
Braille systems led to their being tools in this study 1 as well as 
thorough knowledge of the Vietnamese language. 
These contractions used in these Braille systems as compared 
with the Vietnamese Braille which has no contractions, were seen 
to save energy as well as tlln.e on the part of the Blind. Space, 
a real consideration where Braille volumes are concerned, was also 
saved. The history of Braille 1 the adaptations found so necessary 
because of language differences, the existence of popular words 
and patterns of group letters-all convinced the writer that what 
has been done, can be done, that perseverance on the part of those 
genuinely interested in the Vietnamese Blind, could produce a 
system of Vietnamese Braille contractions and abbreviations, 
converting what seems remotely possible into the definitely probable. 
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The contractions developed and worked out seemed a beginning . And 
a beginning that could be a point of departure on the road to 
progress . 
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